ACA BOUNTY CAMPAIGN PROGRAM
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
(Last Updated: April 18, 2018)

These terms and conditions ("Terms") cover your participation in the ACA Bounty
Campaign Program (the "Program"). These Terms are between you and ACAX OÜ
("Company," "us" or "we"). By engaging in any activities stipulated hereunder as
they relate to the Program in any manner, you accept these Terms.
1. Program Overview. The Program enables users to participate in social media
campaign (Telegram, BitcoinTalk, Twitter, Facebook, YouTube Viewing),
content creation and translation campaign, white list campaign, referral
campaign and community moderation campaign (each a “Campaign”) to
market and promote the Company’s public initial coin offering (“ICO”) for a
chance to earn rewards, in ACA tokens, in an amount determined by the
Company in its sole discretion ("Bounty"). Each Campaign is governed by
separate sets of rules applicable to that Campaign as determined by the
Company at its sole discretion. The decisions made by the Company
regarding Bounties are final and binding. The Company may change or
cancel this Program at any time, for any reason.
2. Token Reservation. 5% of ACA’s total token issuance from its ICO (or
100,000,000 ACA tokens) has been reserved for Bounties to be granted
under the Program.
3. Changes to Terms. We may change these Terms at any time. Participating in
the Program after the changes become effective means you agree to the new
Terms. If you don't agree to the new Terms, you must not participate in the
Program. If you wish to opt-out of the Program and not be considered for
Bounties, contact us at support_kr@aca.network.
4. Program Eligibility. You are eligible to participate in the Program if you
meet all of the following criteria:
(i)

You are 14 years of age or older. If you are at least 14 years old but
are considered a minor in your place of residence, you must obtain
your parent's or legal guardian's permission prior to participating in the
Program; and

(ii)

You are either an individual participating in your own individual
capacity, or you work for an organization that permits you to participate.
You are responsible for reviewing your employer's rules for
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participating in the Program. If you are a public-sector employee
(government), all Bounties must be awarded directly to your publicsector organization and subject to receipt of a gift letter signed by your
organization's ethics officer, attorney, or designated executive/officer
responsible for your organization's gifts/ethics policy. The Company
seeks to ensure that by offering Bounties under the Program, it does
not create any violation of the letter or spirit of a participant's applicable
gifts and ethics rules.
You are not eligible to participate in the Program if you meet any of the following
criteria:
(i)
You are a resident of any countries under any U.S. or international
sanctions or any other country that does not allow participation in this type
of program;
(ii)

You are under the age of 14;

(iii)

Your organization does not allow you to participate in these types of
programs;

(iv)

You are a public-sector employee (government) and have not obtained
permission from your ethics compliance officer to participate in the
Program;

(v)

You are currently an employee of the Company, or an immediate family
(parent, sibling, spouse, or child) or household member of such an
employee;

(vi)

Within the six months prior to participating in the Program you were an
employee of the Company;

(vii)

You currently (or within six months prior engaging in the Program) perform
services for the Company in an external staff capacity that requires
access to the Company corporate network, such as agency temporary
worker, vendor employee, business guest, or contractor; or

(viii)

You are or were involved in any part of the development, administration,
and/or execution of this Program.

It is your responsibility to comply with any polices that your employer may have that
would affect your eligibility to participate in the Program. If you are participating in
violation of your employer’s policies, you may be disqualified from participating or
receiving any Bounty. All payments will be made in compliance with local laws,
regulations, and ethics rules. The Company disclaims any and all liability or
responsibility for disputes arising between an employee and their employer related to
this matter. There may be additional restrictions on your ability to enter depending
upon your local law.
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5. Campaign and Rules. The Company will reward you with Bounties in the form
of ACA tokens for the marketing and promotion of ACA’s ICO via content
creation campaign, social media campaign, referral campaign, signature
campaign, and translation and moderation campaign.
(i)

Telegram Campaign. Participants can earn ACA tokens by posting at
least two or more promotional comments or questions (per week) on
the ACA Network official Telegram channel (acanetwork_kr) for two
consecutive weeks. 6% of the total Bounty reserve (or 6,000,000 ACA
tokens) will be allocated to Telegram Campaign.

(ii)

BitcoinTalk Campaign. Participants are rewarded ACA tokens by
posting promotional contents on the ACA Network Bitcoin Talk page. 1%
of the total Bounty reserve (or 1,000,000 ACA tokens) will be allocated
to BitcoinTalk Campaign.

(iii)

Twitter Campaign. Participants are rewarded ACA tokens by following
the official ACA Network Twitter account (@ACANetwork_kr) and
retweeting the tweet pinned at the top. 3% of the total Bounty reserve
(or 3,000,000 ACA tokens) will be allocated to Twitter Campaign.

(iv)

Facebook Campaign. Participants can earn ACA token by like the
official ACA Network Facebook page (@acanetworkkorea) and sharing
the post pinned to the top of the page. 1% of the total Bounty reserve
(or 1,000,000 ACA tokens) will be allocated to Facebook Campaign.

(v)

YouTube Viewing Campaign. You will be rewarded for publishing
official ACA Network promotion video contents on YouTube
(www.youtube.com) viewed and registered by users. 1% of the total
Bounty reserve (or 1,000,000 ACA tokens) will be allocated to
YouTube Viewing Campaign.

(vi)

Content Creation and Translation Campaign. Participants will be
rewarded ACA tokens when posting and publishing promotional
contents on blogs and online videos. 30% of the total Bounty reserve
(or 30,000,000 ACA tokens) will be allocated to Content Creation and
Translation Campaign.

(vii)

White List Campaign. Participants can earn ACA tokens by registering
an account to the ACA Network ICO site and registering your ETH
wallet address. 10% of the total Bounty reserve (or 10,000,000 ACA
tokens) will be allocated to White List Campaign.

(viii)

Referral Campaign. Participants are rewarded for bounty program
invites. 30% of the total Bounty reserve (or 30,000,000 ACA tokens)
will be allocated to Referral Campaign.
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(ix)

Community Moderation Campaign. Participants are afforded the
opportunity to earn ACA tokens to handle spam management and
foreign-language support on community channels on Telegram, Line,
KakaoTalk, and other platforms and entrust them with operations. 4%
of the total Bounty reserve (or 4,000,000 ACA tokens) will be allocated
to Community Moderation Campaign.

6. Campaign Requirements and Rules of Engagement. You fully acknowledge,
understand and agree to all of the Campaign Requirements and Rules of
Engagement as set forth in Appendix A (attached hereto).
7. Bounty Payment. The decisions made by Microsoft regarding Bounties are
final and binding. Subject your strict adherence to the rules of engagement
with respect to any Campaign, if we have determined that your participation is
eligible for a Bounty under these Terms, we will notify you of the Bounty
amount and provide you with the necessary paperwork to process your
payment. You may waive the payment if you do not wish to receive a Bounty.
8. Public Recognition. The Company may publicly recognize individuals who
have been awarded Bounties. The Company, at it is discretion, may
recognize you on web properties or other printed materials unless you
explicitly ask us not to include your name.
9. Conduct of Conduct. By participating in the Program, you will NOT:
(i)

Engage in any illegal activities.

(ii)

Engage in any activity that exploits, harms, or threatens to harm
children.

(iii)

Send spam. Spam is unwanted or unsolicited bulk email, postings,
contact requests, SMS (text messages), or instant messages.

(iv)

Share inappropriate content or material (involving, for example, nudity,
bestiality, pornography, graphic violence, or criminal activity).

(v)

Engage in activity that is false or misleading.

(vi)

Engage in activity that is harmful to you, the Program, or others (e.g.,
transmitting viruses, stalking, posting terrorist content, communicating
hate speech, or advocating violence against others).

(vii)

Infringe upon the rights of others (e.g., unauthorized sharing of
copyrighted material) or engage in activity that violates the privacy of
others.

(viii)

Engage in helping others break these rules.
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If you violate any of these Terms, you may be prohibited from participating in
the Program in the future and may be deemed to be ineligible for Bounty
payments.
10. Disclaimer of Warranties. THE COMPANY MAKE NO WARRANTIES,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, GUARANTEES OR CONDITIONS WITH RESPECT
TO THE PROGRAM. YOU UNDERSTAND THAT YOUR PARTICIPATION IN
THE PROGRAM IS AT YOUR OWN RISK. TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED
UNDER YOUR LOCAL LAW, WE EXCLUDE ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES
IN CONNECTION WITH THE PROGRAM. YOU MAY HAVE CERTAIN
RIGHTS UNDER YOUR LOCAL LAW. NOTHING IN THESE TERMS IS
INTENDED TO AFFECT THOSE RIGHTS, IF THEY ARE APPLICABLE.
11. Limitation of Liability; Waiver.
(i)

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL THE COMPANY NOR ANY OF
ITS EMPLOYEES, MANAGERS, OFFICERS OR AGENTS
(COLLECTIVELY, THE "COMPANY PARTIES") BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGES OF ANY KIND (INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, ECONOMIC,
EXEMPLARY, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL LOSSES OR DAMAGES) THAT ARE DIRECTLY
OR INDIRECTLY RELATED TO YOUR PARTICIPATION OR
ENGAGEMENT IN THE PROGRAM OR ANY CAMPAIGN, AND/OR
WITH RESPECT TO THE PAYMENT OF BOUNTIES. IN NO EVENT
WILL THE COMPANY PARTIES BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANYONE
ELSE FOR LOSS, DAMAGE OR INJURY, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY. SOME
JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR
LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO
THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO
YOU. IN NO EVENT WILL THE COMPANY PARTIES TOTAL
LIABILITY TO YOU FOR ALL DAMAGES, LOSSES OR CAUSES OR
ACTION EXCEED ONE HUNDRED UNITED STATES DOLLARS
($100.00).

(ii)

YOU AGREE THAT IN THE EVENT YOU INCUR ANY DAMAGES,
LOSSES OR INJURIES THAT ARISE OUT OF COMPANY'S ACTS
OR OMISSIONS, THE DAMAGES, IF ANY, CAUSED TO YOU ARE
NOT IRREPARABLE OR SUFFICIENT TO ENTITLE YOU TO AN
INJUNCTION PREVENTING ANY EXPLOITATION OF ANY WEB
SITE, SERVICES, PROPERTY, PRODUCT OR OTHER CONTENT
OWNED OR CONTROLLED BY THE COMPANY PARTIES, AND
YOU WILL HAVE NO RIGHTS TO ENJOIN OR RESTRAIN THE
DEVELOPMENT, PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISING,
EXHIBITION OR EXPLOITATION OF ANY WEB SITE, PROPERTY,
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PRODUCT, SERVICES, OR OTHER CONTENT OWNED OR
CONTROLLED BY THE COMPANY PARTIES.
(iii)

BY PARTICIPATING OR ENGAGING IN THE PROGRAM, YOU
UNDERSTAND THAT YOU MAY BE WAIVING RIGHTS WITH
RESPECT TO CLAIMS THAT ARE AT THIS TIME UNKNOWN OR
UNSUSPECTED.

(iv)

COMPANY IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACTIONS, CONTENT,
INFORMATION, OR DATA OF THIRD PARTIES, AND YOU
RELEASE US, OUR DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, AND
AGENTS FROM ANY CLAIMS AND DAMAGES, KNOWN AND
UNKNOWN, ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH
ANY CLAIM YOU HAVE AGAINST ANY SUCH THIRD PARTIES.

12. Indemnification. You agree to defend (at our request), indemnify and hold the
Company Parties harmless from and against any claims, liabilities, damages,
losses, and expenses, including without limitation, reasonable attorney's fees
and costs, arising out of or in any way connected with any of the following
(including as a result of your direct or indirect participation in the Program or
those participated on your behalf): (i) your participation or engagement in the
Program; (ii) your breach or alleged breach of these Terms; (iii) your violation
of any third-party right, including without limitation, any intellectual property
right, publicity, confidentiality, property or privacy right; (iv) your violation of
any laws, rules, regulations, codes, statutes, ordinances or orders of any
governmental and quasi-governmental authorities, including, without limitation,
all regulatory, administrative and legislative authorities; or (v) any
misrepresentation made by you. You will cooperate as fully required by the
Company in the defense of any claim. We reserve the right to assume the
exclusive defense and control of any matter subject to indemnification by you,
and you will not in any event settle any claim without our prior written consent.
13. Governing Law and Dispute Resolution.
(i)

These Terms are governed by the laws of the Estonia and the parties
submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts exercising jurisdiction
there.

(ii)

A party must not commence any arbitration or court proceedings relating
to a dispute unless it has complied with the provisions of this clause,
except where a party seeks urgent injunctive relief.

(iii)

If there is a dispute arising out of or in connection with these Terms, then:
(a) the party raising the dispute must first notify the other party in writing of
the dispute, and provide sufficient detail to enable the dispute to be
considered;
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(b) the parties must discuss or enter into correspondence about the
dispute and attempt to resolve it; and
(c) if the dispute is not resolved within 30 days of when the dispute was
first notified, then the dispute is to be resolved in arbitration as set forth
below.
(iv)

All disputes will be finally settled under the Rules of Arbitration of the
International Chamber of Commerce (the “Rules”) by one arbitrator
appointed in accordance with the Rules. The arbitration will be conducted
under the law governing these Terms as set out in Section 12(i). The
place of arbitration will be Estonia. The language of the arbitration will be
English. Any judgment or award rendered by the arbitrator may be entered
in any court having jurisdiction to do so.

14. Limitation on Time to File Claims. ANY CAUSE OF ACTION OR CLAIM YOU
MAY HAVE ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THESE TERMS OR
YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THE PROGRAM MUST BE COMMENCED
WITHIN ONE (1) YEAR AFTER THE CAUSE OF ACTION ACCRUES,
OTHERWISE, SUCH CAUSE OF ACTION OR CLAIM IS PERMANENTLY
BARRED.
15. General Provisions
(i)

You must not assign these Terms without our prior written consent.

(ii)

We may assign, novate or otherwise deal with these Terms, or any
rights or obligations under these Terms, at any time without your
consent by transfer to a third party. To the extent that you are required
to give your consent to such an assignment, novation or other dealing,
you hereby give your consent.

(iii)

All notices must be in writing and addressed to the relevant party at the
address as provided pursuant to these Terms.

(iv)

Each party must take all steps as may be reasonably required by the
other party to give effect to the terms of these Terms and transactions
contemplated by these Terms.

(v)

These Terms contain the entire agreement between the parties with
respect to its subject matter.

(vi)

Each party acknowledges that in entering into these Terms it has not
relied on any representation or warranties about its subject matter
except as provided in these Terms.
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(vii)

No delay, neglect or forbearance on the part of any party in enforcing
against any other party any obligation under these Terms will operate
as a waiver or in any way prejudice any right under these Terms.

(viii)

If any provision of these Terms is held to be invalid, illegal or
unenforceable, these Terms will continue otherwise in full force and
effect apart from such provision which will be taken to be deleted.
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APPENDIX A
CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS AND RULES OF ENGAGEMENT
General Rules.
-

If the Referral program and White List Program exceed the minimum cap
during the ICO, the ACA tokens will be sent to your ETH wallet address.

-

For Campaigns other than the White List Campaign and Referral Campaign,
the ACA tokens will be sent to your ETH wallet address within one month of
the conclusion of the ICO.

-

If the minimum cap is not exceeded during the ICO, ACA tokens will not be
sent to your ETH wallet address.

-

If you did not complete the white list and KYC procedures on the token sale
site, the ACA tokens will not be sent to your ETH wallet address.

-

If, after the token sale ends, you do not complete the white list and KYC
process within 3 months, you will forfeit the ACA tokens you obtained in the
Bounty Program.

Referral Campaign.
-

When you register on the token sale site, you will receive a unique Referral
Code (an affiliate link). By embedding this in your content, when users
register via that link and purchase ACA tokens, you will receive ACA tokens
equivalent to 3% of their purchase total. The above is limited to users who
register via your affiliate link. Users who register from an affiliate link and
purchase ACA tokens will also receive ACA tokens equivalent to 1% of their
purchase total. 30,000,000 ACA tokens, which represents 30% of the total
volume of the Bounty Program, is allocated to this program. Once 30,000,000
ACA tokens are distributed, the program concludes.

-

If, in the referral program, there are not enough ACA tokens to be given as a
bonus, ACA token purchasers do not receive ACA tokens, and instead the
user who created the affiliate link is given priority, with the remainder being
given to buyers only after the affiliate link creators are rewarded.

-

You are free to use social media and other platforms to promote your affiliate
link.

-

Example: B registers using an affiliate link created by A, and B purchases
10,000 ACA tokens. In this case, A receives 300 ACA, and B receives 100
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ACA. If B then creates an affiliate link and C registers through it and
purchases 10,000 ACA, B receives 300 ACA, and C receives 100 ACA. (Note
that A does not receive tokens when C purchases ACA tokens.)
White List Campaign.
-

In this program, registering an account on the ACA Network token sale site
and registering your ETH wallet address entitles you to 4,000 ACA tokens.
10,000,000 ACA tokens, which represents 10% of the total volume of the
Bounty Program, is allocated to this program. Once 10,000,000 ACA tokens
are distributed, the program concludes.

-

You must register an ETH wallet address owned by an individual, not an
exchange. Entering an exchange address will make you ineligible for ACA
tokens.

-

This program runs from April 16, 2018 to May 14, 2018.

Community Moderation Program.
-

We will select local community representatives to handle spam management
and foreign language support on community channels on Telegram, Line,
KakaoTalk, and other platforms and entrust them with operations. 4,000,000
ACA tokens, which represents 4% of the total volume of the Bounty Program,
is allocated to this program. Once ten community representatives are
selected, the program concludes. If the requirements below are met, ACA
tokens are granted upon completion of the token sale.

-

Only communities of 500 or more people are eligible for this program.
(Communities of 499 or fewer members are ineligible)

-

The number of community representatives for a given community will be
decided by the ACA Network on a per-community basis.

-

If the requirements are met, ACA tokens will be given based on the work
performed, with a minimum of 200,000 ACA tokens and maximum of 400,000
ACA tokens.

-

Aggregating spam accounts and accounts obviously not interested in ACA
tokens will not be recognized as a community.

-

If there is a question in the community you do not know the answer to, you
must check the details of the response on the ACA Network Official Channel.

-

If you distribute incorrect information to users in the community, you are
ineligible for ACA tokens.
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-

Before entrusting you to help manage the community, we must talk to you for
30-60 minutes in order to share detailed information about the ACA Network
Project. Please enter your call schedule on the Google form.

-

Community representatives must communicate closely with ACA Network
Project managers. Note that if you do not notify of a planned absence and
cannot be contacted for over 24 hours, it affects the workload; avoid letting
this happen. If you expect to not be available, you must notify an ACA
Network Project manager in advance.

-

Community channel representatives should complete the Google form and
apply.

Telegram Campaign.
-

If you make two or more comments or questions per week on the ACA
Network official Telegram channel (https://t.me/acanetwork) about the ACA
Network Project for two consecutive weeks, you are entitled to 600 ACA
tokens. 6,000,000 ACA tokens, which represents 6% of the total volume of
the Bounty Program, is allocated to this program. Once 6,000,000 ACA
tokens are distributed, the program concludes.

-

Note that only participation on the ACA Network Official channel is eligible for
this program.

-

If you make fewer than 3 posts on the ACA Network official Telegram channel
(https://t.me/acanetwork) or do not post for two consecutive weeks, you are
ineligible for this program.

-

If the content of posts made to the official Telegram channel for ACA Network
(https://t.me/acanetwork) has no relationship with the ACA Network Project, it
is ineligible for this program.

-

If the content of posts made to the official Telegram channel for ACA Network
(https://t.me/acanetwork) is clearly lacking or insufficient, it is ineligible for this
program.

-

If the content of posts made to the official Telegram channel for ACA Network
(https://t.me/acanetwork) involves advertising or is for other commercial
purposes, the poster it is ineligible for this program.

-

Note that spam accounts will not be eligible for this program.

-

If a member leaves the group prior to the conclusion of the token sale, such
member will be ineligible for this program.
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-

Limit one reward per account.

-

The program remains open from April 6, 2018 to until the conclusion of the
token sale.

-

Once the program concludes, complete the Google form to apply.

BitcoinTalk Campaign.
-

Posting a reply on the ACA Network Bitcoin Talk page
(https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3079312) entitles the poster to 100
ACA tokens. 1,000,000 ACA tokens, which represents 1% of the total volume
of the Bounty Program, is allocated to this program. The program concludes
once 1,000,000 ACA tokens are distributed.

-

If the nature of the post has no relationship with the ACA Network Project, the
post is ineligible for the program.

-

If the nature of the post is for advertising or other commercial purposes, it is
ineligible for the program.

-

Note that spam accounts will not be eligible for this program.

-

Posting multiple comments from the same account does not increase the
amount of ACA tokens you are eligible for; you will only receive 100 ACA
tokens in total.

-

The program remains open from April 6, 2018 to until the token sale
concludes.

-

Once the program concludes, complete the Google form to apply.

Content Creation and Translation Program.
-

In this program, if creating and publishing content on the ACA Network to
blogs and social media like YouTube, Medium, or Reddit, blog content will be
eligible for ACA tokens based on the nature and quality of the post; video
content (such as on YouTube) will be eligible based on the number of
subscribers the channel has. Remember to include your own referral code
(affiliate link) somewhere in the content you create. 30,000,000 ACA tokens,
which represents 30% of the total volume of the Bounty Program, is allocated
to this program. Once 30,000,000 ACA tokens is distributed, the program
concludes.

-

Remember to include your own referral code (affiliate link) somewhere in the
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content you create. The referral code (affiliate link) contained within the
content must be the same referral code of the content creator.
-

You are free to use social media and other platforms to promote your content.

-

Note that you must have completed the KYC process on the token sale site.

-

The program remains open from April 16 to until the token sale concludes.

-

If the content created does not relate to the ACA Network, it is ineligible for
this program.

-

If the content you created is fewer than 500 characters, it is ineligible for this
program.

-

If the content created contains inflammatory or incendiary content, violent
content, content against public order and morals, or content violating social
standards of ethics, it is ineligible for this program.

-

Note that plagiarizing other peopleʼs content renders you ineligible for this
program.

-

Incorrect explanations of the ACA logo or content in the whitepaper are
ineligible for this program.

-

If the content exceeds the reasonable scope of liability, such as excessive
investment proposals to the ACA Network, it is ineligible for this program.

-

If content created is deemed ineligible for the program, the creator will be
notified of the reason by e-mail. The content creator can choose to resolve
the problem and then file for the content to be re-reviewed.

-

Once the program concludes, complete the Google form to apply.

Twitter Campaign.
-

In this program, when following the official ACA Network Twitter account
(@ACANetwork_kr) and retweeting the tweet pinned at the top, you receive
ACA tokens based on the number of followers you have. 3,000,000 ACA
tokens, which represents 3% of the total volume of the Bounty Program, is
allocated to this program. Once 3,000,000 ACA tokens are distributed, the
program concludes.

-

If you unfollow the account or delete the retweet before the token sale
concludes, you are ineligible for the program.

-

The program remains open from April 16 to until the token sale concludes.
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-

Once the program concludes, complete the Google form to apply.

-

ACA tokens to be provided will be determined based on the number of
followers as follows:
300 – 800:
801 - 2,000:
2,001 - 5,000:
5,001 - 10,000:
10,001 - 20,000:
Greater than 20,001:

200 ACA tokens
300 ACA tokens
400 ACA tokens
600 ACA tokens
1,000 ACA tokens
2,000 ACA tokens

Facebook Campaign.
-

In this program, liking the official ACA Network Facebook page
(@acanetworkkorea) and sharing the post pinned to the top of the page
entitles you to ACA tokens based on the number of Facebook friends you
have. 1,000,000 ACA tokens, which represents 1% of the total volume of the
Bounty Program, is allocated to this program. The program concludes once
1,000,000 ACA tokens are distributed.

-

If you unlike the account or delete the shared post before the token sale
concludes, you are ineligible for the program.

-

The program remains open from April 16 to until the token sale concludes.

-

Once the program concludes, complete the Google form to apply.

-

ACA tokens to be provided will be determined based on number of Facebook
friends as follows:
100 – 300:
301 - 500:
501 - 1,000:
5,001 - 10,000:
10,001 - 20,000:
Greater than 20,001:

200 ACA tokens
300 ACA tokens
400 ACA tokens
600 ACA tokens
1,000 ACA tokens
2,000 ACA tokens

YouTube Viewing Campaign.
-

In this program, when users watch the ACA Network official promotional video
and register for the channel, 30 ACA tokens are given. 1,000,000 ACA tokens,
which represents 1% of the total volume of the Bounty Program, is allocated
to this program. The program concludes once 1,000,000 ACA tokens are
distributed.
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-

If you have set your YouTube channel subscribers total to private, you are
ineligible for ACA tokens.

-

The program remains open from April 10, 2018 to until the token sale
concludes.

-

If the video is not watched until the end, the view is ineligible for the program.

-

Once the program concludes, complete the Google form to apply.
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